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 Simplify and scale your IT operations with TechGenix. Plan, build and manage business applications that empower people to do what they do best. Planning, Building and Managing Applications - A Continuous Integration Manifesto An agile development project will inevitably have to cope with chaos at some stage. In this post, I’ll explain how we deal with chaos at the early development stages.
(Skill : Networking) . . Introduction to Continuous Integration [Java Code]: The basic idea behind CI is to ensure that code gets tested, and is deployed on a regular basis. This is achieved by integrating a build into the Continuous Integration (CI) pipeline on a frequent basis. We use JIRA to track test builds, and have a Jenkins server that triggers tests based on JIRA activity. The build then creates a.zip

package of the project and deploys this package on a regular basis. In this way, we ensure that all the code changes get merged back into the repository and tested. . . Introduction to Continuous Integration [Language / Frameworks]: JAVA: J2EE: J2ME: J2ME: . . Why Use Continuous Integration (CI)? When you are planning your project, it’s a great idea to set up a continuous integration build. The
idea is to make sure that all code changes are merged and tested regularly, so that you never forget to do it. This also ensures that the quality of your code is maintained. Continuously merging code to your repository is a time-consuming task. But if you use a CI tool like JIRA, it becomes extremely easy to set up. Below are a few advantages of CI: . Automated testing can catch problems at a much

earlier stage, saving time, money and frustration. . Checks can be triggered frequently, and testing can 82157476af
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